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A violent rapist is attacking women, leaving them for dead on south London streets. When young

police woman Maeve Kerrigan responds to a domestic disturbance, she's horrified to stumble

across the latest victim. But as a new recruit - and a female to boot - she'll have to face down not

only her own nerves but rampant sexism from her colleagues if she wants to be taken seriously

enough to even assist on the case. International best seller Jane Casey takes Maeve back to her

early days as a rookie police woman in Left for Dead - a brilliant novella sure to delight series fans

and new listeners alike.
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I would rank the rest of the Maeve Kerrigan series that I have read at 5 stars; I am trying to not rush

through them as there are only so many of them and am now on The Stranger You Know. I

definitely reccomend you read this very good novella. So why is this not 5 stars as well?Novellas

are wickedly difficult to create as they are both too long and too short for a full knockout punch in

most cases. Here I loved the early Maeve experience, her beginnings in the Met and the regrettable

situation that tells us why she is so gun shy re relationships. However - all of these elements left me

feeling just a little short of the 100% 5 star writing that I have come to expect of this series.Don't get

me wrong, do yourself a favor and if you haven't read any of these start with this one and then read

the rest of the series as they only get better. If you are already a Maeve fan then you will not be

disappointed with this novella.



I love Maeve Kerrigan and by extension her creator, Jane Casey. I even ordered her latest

full-length from the UK since it won't be published here until next year -- what's up with that?!If you

liked Helen Mirren in Prime Suspect, you'll like Jane Casey's Maeve Kerrigan mysteries.

This was OK- liked getting it on my kindle, as it was quick. The story itself left a lot to be desired,

both in substance and interest. It was supposed to give us more background on the character, but

even as I've read most if not all on this character, I'm still finding her a bit 2 dimensional.

This is a novella and a prequel, the plot is nothing special but the characterization of the main

character, Maeve Kerrigan, is very good. In fact, it is better overall than in the first published book in

this series, The Burning|, which started out slowly but improved after the half way point.

This is a novella, so short. You get a glimpse into how things began for Maeve Kerrigan. If you're

like me and obsessed with the series, this is a must. If you're lucky to have found this before you've

begun the series, you are in luck. What a wonderful way to begin.

Jane Casey is my favorite author and I love her Maeve Kerrigan Novels! "Left for Dead" is perfect

because in the over novels it is never explained how she got noticed as a great investigator.

Awesome book!

enjoy all her books great characters

I love all of Jane Casey's Maeve Kerrigan books.
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